DOORSIGN
TERMINAL APPLICATION
VISUAL SPACE STATUS
FLEXIBLE AND USER-SPECIFIC SURFACE
INFORMATION EXCHANGE THROUGH HL7, DICOM AND SMART OR
In operating theatres, planning and transparency are key to ensuring smooth processes in the often-stressful everyday life. The occupancy of operating theatres plays a central role here - and nursing staff need to know what is happening in there at any given time. We’ve solved this challenge with our digital terminal DOORSIGN and its easy integration into the IP infrastructure.

THE HIDDEN BECOMES VISIBLE

The 10-inch LCD terminal with touch function and coloured illumination clearly displays all important workflow information. In addition, it offers optional reading and release devices such as RFID, SmartCard and barcode readers. The terminal meets the highest hygienic standards, which means that hospitals can use it primarily in the operating theatres, intensive care units and emergency rooms.

Aims and use cases

Keeping the operating theatre staff informed
- Status of the current surgery (e.g. suture, cut)
- Infection status of the patient (e.g. hepatitis, AIDS)
- Warnings (e.g. use of X-ray, laser)
- Room status (e.g. being cleaned, free)
Digital LCD terminal for displaying and recording workflow information in the clinical environment.

The areas of application include:
Operating theatre room doors, access doors, emergency rooms, intensive care units
When a patient is brought into the induction room, all necessary and previously defined data is transferred directly from the HIS to the client. Here the procedure is created and transmitted back to the KIS via HL7 message.

When the patient leaves the operating room after the procedure, DOORSIGN changes the background colour and shows what happens next.

**THE TERMINAL IS GUARANTEED:**

- Protection of patient data
- Flexible and user-specific interface
- Individual definition of the background colours
- Medical requirements due to the hygienic design
- Transparency of the surgery process
Everyone with the necessary access rights has an overview of the room occupancy in the hospital.

**DDORSIGN** then informs the staff about the patient, the procedure and the room status.

**CONNECTION POSSIBILITIES**

If SMART OR MANAGER is installed as a central communication node within a video management integration, it can be used to connect the DDORSIGNs. The data connection can be used to the KIS, RIS and other subsystems via DICOM or HL7 and enables uncomplicated data exchange.

If SMART OR MANAGER is not pre-installed, the connection can also be made via DICOM or HL7 in the form of an MS Windows system service.

See here:
DOORSIGN is a terminal for the medical sector, simplifying everyday life in the operating room and optimising workflows. Both the software and hardware components offer flexibility and ideal integration in any hygienically sensitive environment. The terminal also ensures the connection of hospital-type authentication systems and can securely release personal data using RFID or smart cards.
DOORSIGN
THE TERMINAL

HARDWARE

- All-round RGB LED light band, for displaying status information
- 10.1" (5.65 cm) PCAP touch display, 1280 x 800 pixels
- Theft protection
- Power supply via POE
- Identification (RFID, smart cards)
- Display washable and disinfectable
  - IP65-protected front
  - No ventilation slots
  - Optional anodized aluminum surface or germicidal coated surface for easy wipe disinfection
- Protective glass
  - High scratch resistance (gorilla glass)
  - Anti-reflection coating

SOFTWARE

- Connection to hospital information systems/ server systems/ software e.g. SMART OR) HL7 and DICOM support
- Workflow management in the operating theatre areas
- Modern browser SPA
BROCHURES FROM REIN MEDICAL

Rein Medical provides you with comprehensive information. For individual products and for complex integration projects: Our brochures tell you all about important features, advantages and application examples at a glance.

On request we’ll send you our brochure(s) free of charge. Just send us an e-mail stating what brochure(s) you want to info@reinmedical.com. You can also download all brochures as PDF files at www.reinmedical.com
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